
        September 14, 2014 

 

 

Re: Almeia Balla, Owner of Wedding Dreams Decorations  

 

I am pleased to write this letter of recommendation for Almeia Balla, Owner of Wedding 

Dreams, who worked as our wedding decorator for our August 30th, 2014 wedding. 

 

We planned our Kitchener-Waterloo wedding from Calgary, which was made a lot less 

complicated through the professional help of Wedding Dreams. From the beginning, 

Almeia was hardworking, dedicated, helpful, organized, responsive, detail oriented and 

reliable.  

 

I had a very specific idea and vision of what I wanted our wedding reception to look like. 

Almeia worked with me every step of the way (at a distance), dedicated to helping me 

make our wedding day dreams come true. Almeia’s friendly advice, welcoming smile 

made planning for our wedding decorations simple and enjoyable. 

 

Every vendor that I partnered with, including my venue raved about their previous 

working relationship with Wedding Dreams. They ensured me that I was in good hands, 

and how professional, and impressive Wedding Dreams was. This really helped to 

solidify that I had made the right choice in choosing Almeia. 

 

The real benefit of working with Almeia, and her team at Wedding Dreams was that our 

focus was to simply enjoy ourselves on our wedding day, instead of us, and our family 

and friends rushing around to decorate the venue the day of. 

 

Almeia thought of and was on top of everything. She remembered all the little details. I 

noticed there were even little surprises at the venue the day of that I had forgotten about, 

but Almeia did without me even asking. 

 

I hadn’t seen our venue until the moment I walked in during our grand entrance. I was 

blown away. Almeia had definitely went above and beyond for us, and exceeded all our 

expectations of what a wedding decorator could do. She had captured my vision 

perfectly. Every bride should be able to feel like I did the day of their wedding, walking 

into their venue and feeling awed. Words cannot express how satisfied I was with 

Almeia’s service, and creative ability. 

 

I have no hesitation in recommending Almeia to anyone who is planning a wedding. I can 

honestly say that our wedding wouldn’t be the same without Almeia, and the team at 

Wedding Dreams superior decorating skills. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Joya Sauder 


